Make Your Own Otter

Materials
- piece of white construction paper
- piece of brown construction paper
- paper bag
- scissors
- crayons
- marker/pen
- gluestick

Instructions
1. Gather your supplies!

2. Cut the brown construction paper into 3 strips, 1 slightly larger than the others, and all about the same width as the paper bag.

One thing that otters love to do, is carry around their favorite things and food with them on their bellies. Now you can carry around your favorite things in your very own otter bag!
3. On the slightly larger piece, draw a shape like a kidney bean. This will be your otter face. Fold the other two pieces in half and draw an arm and foot on each respectively. Draw a cone shape on another sheet of brown paper for the otter's tail.
4. Cut out the face, hands, tail, and feet for your otter. Make sure to cut the hands and feet apart if they are connected.

5. On the white construction paper, draw 2 eyes and cut them out. Also draw something for your otter to eat! We chose to give our otter a shell with a tasty treat inside! Cut this out too.
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6. Assemble all the pieces and attach to your paper bag with a glue stick. This cute little otter bag can now hold onto some of your favorite things, or you could even just use it as an otter puppet!